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Contact Zilift: info@zilift.com Putting pumps where others can’t 

Zilift cable deployed pumps enable rapid response, No-Rig, 
No-Water, live well interventions 
When1 an artificial lift system fails, whether through component failure or 
changing producing conditions, the clock starts ticking and the costs start 
rising. Every day the well is down is deferred production, delayed revenue.  
Expensive infrastructure investment is sitting idle.  Conventional workover 
expenses can be significant, setting back the net returns on your drilling 
investment, and worse, are often also slow to mobilise too.  Now Zilift can offer 
an alternative way to manage your well stock using low cost, rapid response 
artificial lift intervention and remediation. 

Rapid response, rapid recovery! 

One pick-up truck with trailer and a light mobile crane is all that is needed to get your well back on 
line and producing again - within hours.  Using a modified basic slickline winch and standard 

wireline pressure control equipment, Zilift artificial lift technologies can be rapidly worked over 
without days of planning and logistics.  No need to mobilise workover rigs, water trucks and 
pumps, spooling and banding services and everything else required to support conventional 

intervention.  One phone call and response is on its way. 
Live well intervention 

By applying live well intervention techniques, the need to hydrostatically kill the well is eliminated.  
No need to pump the well full of water before operations even begin – water which then needs to 
be pumped right back out on completion.  No risk to damage the formation through scaling or 
deposition, or cooling which can lead to effects such as paraffin or waxes.  With live well 
intervention capable technology you can pick up production right from where you left off.  

Proactive artificial lift management 

Artificial lift selection is often a balancing act between science and good 
luck.  Yes, the pump was optimally sized based on the best information, 

but what if that information was wrong?  What if the well kill operation 
has damaged the formation?  The economics of conventional workover 
mean that you might be living with that selection until it fails, or gives up 

pumping altogether.  With Zilift rapid deployment techniques the pump 
can be changed out in hours to ensure optimum efficiency for the well 

conditions at all times during the well lifetime. 

A new way to look at artificial lift 
Live well, No-Rig, water free intervention capability combined with Zilift 
compact, through tubing cable deployed pump systems delivers a new 
approach to artificial lift management. 

 Rapidly reinstate production on failure 
 Eliminate water management / formation damage for better production 
 Significantly reduce maintenance and OPEX costs 
 Ensure optimum production throughout the life of the well 

                                                
1 WHEN, not “if”, because ultimately all artificial lift systems have a finite life 


